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MULHEIM HEAVILY BOMBED

Crews on the way to Mulheim last night passed Krefeld and saw the fires there

still burning twenty-four hours after the attach of the night before.

"It looked like a circle of smouldering ashes," a Halifax pilot said, "and

above the glow smoke was still rising*"

The night photographs of the attack on Krefeld have now been plotted, and they
show conclusively that the bombing was highly concentrated.

Last night’s attack on Mulheim was only slightly less heavy than the attack on

Krefeld,

Mulheim until last night was one of the few towns in the Ruhr of any size

which had not had a heavy attack. But some of the fiercest of Bomber Commandos
raids had been on targets only a few miles away - Essen is about five miles to the

east, Duisburg about the same distance to the west and Oberhausen less than three

miles to the north.

It was only to be expected therefore, that the defences of the whole district,

experienced through so many violent engagements, would be fully alert. Even to get
near the target our bombers had to penetrate the Ruhr defences and many crews flew very

near the great Essen barrage which was as fierce as though Essen itself had been the

target.

of searchlights were massed in cones and the gunfire was as hot as

anything/ seasoned crews had ever met before. There are. many stories of narrow

escapes.

F/Sgt, F. W* Dixon, a Lancaster pilot from Orange, N.S.W. described how he

was held in a cone of searchlights for six minutes.: "Our wireless was put out,"
he said, "and the electric panel was smashed* Our flight engineer was hit in the

face by splinters from a window which was blown in. I got a scratch too,"

F/Sgt, W. B. Smith, a New Zealand pilot of a Halifax, had a rather similar*

experience. "Five or six searchlights came round and caught us," he said, "and we

could see others trying to join in and make a cone just before we got away. Before

I could get out shells.burst underneath us. One of them lifted the aircraft

about 20 ft. It felt just as though we had been caught in the slipstream of

another bomber. Bits of metal rattled around and some of them came through and

hit the mid-upper gunner. He wasn't hurt, and he brought some of the bits back,"

There was only a small amount of cloud over the target - never enough to hide

the town. At first there were many fires, but they soon joined together. Crews

describe how some of the fires sent up flames hundreds of feet high, with much

smoke. An explosion lit up the inside of a Lancaster when it was flying at well

over the usual height. Squadron commanders and experienced captains of aircraft

Were convinced that the attack had
gone well.

On the route many night fighters were seen? During these bright summer nights,
when the Battle of the Ruhr is reaching a climax and so great a part of Germany’s

war production is at stake, every bomber crew expects a battle anywhere over sea or

land, coming or going.

Last night they did well against the fighters, four being seen to be shot

down. Over the sea on the way to Mulheim a Lancaster rear gunner* saw a fighter

coming up 600 yards away. The enemy fired' first,, then our rear gunner fired one short

burst. Both pilot and bomb aimer saw the enemy catch fire and watched it go all the

way down, "When I saw it," said the pilot, "it was already in flames but still

firing."

Another Lancaster had a longer battle. On the way back the crew sighted a Me, 110

so the pilot began to weave and manoeuvred to enable his front gunner to bring his

guns to bear on the enemy* He then fired two large bursts. There was more manoeuvring

for position and the mid-dippergunner got the enemy in his sight. Per a few moments

after he had fired all the crew lost sight of the enemy, but then they saw fire on the

sea, a big patch of flame, about five miles back below where the battle had taken place.

Mulheim is one of the minor towns of the Ruhr, but an important target because, of

its steel works, coke ovens and by-product plants* It is also an important railway

centre. It is one of the most congested towns in the whole district and its population

of 136,000 is crowded into a smaller area than Oberhausen, which has a population of

just over 100,100,


